Revisiting Nurse Scheduling Practice
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Dear Editor,

It is widely recognised that nurse scheduling is a complex process. To satisfy the nurses’ expectations and maintain the ward’s seamless operation in an efficient and risk-free manner, a number of approaches and structures have been considered, some of which have been implemented, while others have been abandoned. This commentary sheds light on the current scheduling practices and considers whether or not the preferences of nurses should take precedence over other salient factors, such as fatigue.

Jenkinson (1), who initiated a self-scheduling initiative at St. George’s Hospital in London, was the first to document such scheduling in 1963. This indicates that the concept has existed for a considerable amount of time. Since then, numerous initiatives have been implemented to facilitate the implementation of self-scheduling systems. Due to this practice, the nursing staff has more control over their shifts. It allows nurses to choose the schedules they prefer to work or during which they will be unavailable and gives the group responsible for creating the shift schedule. Additionally, they have the option to negotiate their schedules. This initiative is laudable because it can enhance the autonomy of nurses and their level of job satisfaction, thereby increasing employee engagement and satisfaction and alleviating some of the pressures nurse managers may face. Providing nurses with more shift scheduling options and flexibility has also enhanced their health and well-being (2). Research has also proposed that such flexibility optimises schedules and increases job productivity (3).

However, this option to set one’s own schedule presents numerous challenges, especially if it is inadequately facilitated. It has been observed, for example, that nurses place a high value on control because it allows them to accommodate their personal requirements within their work schedules (4). However, we cannot rule out the possibility that they may lose sight of the risk of fatigue when making the scheduling requests. Numerous empirical studies and reviews provide evidence that poor roster patterns, inappropriate work scheduling, and inadequate time for rest between shifts might result in fatigue (5, 6, 7).

When making scheduling decisions, nurse managers have an obligation to prioritise numerous factors, including nurse-to-patient ratios, the appropriate number of staff members per shift, and an evenly distributed workload. Although nurses may not value these factors highly, the ethical challenges and scheduling constraints these present for nurse managers are very real. In addition, having a set of fixed schedules is not always negative when viewed from a more pragmatic perspective. This is because such a schedule imposed limits on the number of shift changes and overtime hours worked. After all, evidence (8) found a strong relationship between self-scheduling and increased requests from management for last-minute schedule changes, which can be challenging for nurse managers to manage and navigate. Consequently, they asserted that nurse supervisors should consider implementing fixed scheduling to maximise both the efficient use of resources and adequate safety. This does not, however, imply that self-scheduling should be entirely dismissed as a viable option.
To promote fairness and rationality, there has been a growing necessity for nursing managers to embrace more humane scheduling practices (9). This includes the establishment of specialised monitoring of shift employees to monitor signs of fatigue at an earlier stage (10), as well as the recognition and possible abandonment of any outdated practices, such as laborious manual scheduling processes (as an example, nurses still use pen and paper to submit requests for shift scheduling), especially in situations requiring changes and human input. But as we have seen, we should also be cautious about placing too much weight on the debate between self-scheduling versus fixed-scheduling. The nurses’ voices and preferences would unquestionably be accorded greater weight from the outset if nurses participated in the scheduling process. It is also true, however, that nurse managers have an important duty to find an equilibrium between accommodating nurses’ preferences and preventing fatigue (11).

In conclusion, determining the optimal scheduling approach can sometimes be a challenging task. The prioritisation of an improved and systematic scheduling practice that ensures a safe, effective, and reasonable scheduling procedure is, in our opinion, of greater importance for nurse managers to consider seriously. In addition, while we realise that there is no one-size-fits-all solution to improving scheduling practices, we feel that it is preferable to exercise some degree of flexibility in scheduling practices to create a situation where everyone can benefit. This indicates that a streamlined approach, such as the use of scheduling software, may be one of the solutions for achieving this goal. Last but not least, implementing flexible scheduling practices has the potential to generate meaningful benefits for both nurses and nurse managers. However, suppose nurses fail to appreciate flexibility as a strategic approach and instead view it as an inherent right and privilege. In this case, the fundamental premise for flexibility in scheduling for nurses will be undermined, resulting in negative effects on the standard of patient care.
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